INFORMATION
SECURIT Y
SOLUTIONS

Passionate people * Absolute focus * Results driven

THE TEAM
The team at Asterisk has
been involved in the
information security industry
for over 18 years. Our clients
range from SME to large
enterprises across a variety of
sectors including government,
mining and resources, critical
infrastructure, finance, retail,
healthcare and not-for-profit.

The Asterisk team of
consultants has:

* Extensive, practical
and relevant industry
experience
* Highly regarded
technical skill sets
* Industry recognised
qualifications across
multiple security domains
* The ability to engage with
stakeholders across all
levels of an organisation

Close working relationships
with information security
partners and investment
in regular training ensures
that Asterisk consultants
are certified to offer quality
service and product advice.

ASTERISK INFORMATION SECURIT Y
is a specialist consultancy providing actionable
advice and solutions to enhance information security
and reduce business risk.

Information security and information
risk management consulting

Information
security assessment

Security policy and strategy solutions:

Security testing solutions:

* Review alignment of information security
strategy with industry standards

* Penetration testing and red team
engagements

* Formulation of security strategy roadmap
* Development of risk and incident
management processes

* Network-based and host-based vulnerability
assessments

* Creation of information security policy and
procedures based on industry standards

* Web-based application security assessment
* Mobile application testing
* Secure code review
* Social engineering assessments
* Wireless network security assessment
* SCADA and process control testing
* Denial of Service simulation testing
* Reports aligned with business risk allowing
for priority-based remediation of risks

Application security architecture
review and assessment

Information
security infrastructure

Software Development Lifecycle (SDLC)
security assurance:

Asterisk has extensive experience in the
design, implementation and operation of
security solutions including:

* Risk-based threat modelling of
information systems
* Creation of requirements for information
security controls and mitigation of
business risks
* Embed security processes within SDLC
* Security education for application developers

* Security Incident and Event Management
* Unified Threat Management gateways
* Vulnerability management
* Application delivery including load
balancing, traffic management and
single sign-on
* Web application firewall
* Intrusion detection and prevention
* Content filtering and Data Loss Prevention
* Two factor authentication
* Encryption technology
* Mobile Security

ASTERISK HAS AN ABSOLUTE FOCUS ON
information security. We passionately believe that improving information
security leads to a better world: building the trust and confidence to allow
society to embrace change.
Our expert team apply our knowledge and experience to enable clients to
reduce information security risk and achieve their business goals.

For further information on how Asterisk
can improve your information security,
please contact 1800 651 420
contact@asteriskinfosec.com.au
@asteriskinfosec
linkedin.com/company/asterisk-information-security

asteriskinfosec.com.au

